The Learning.com Building Block
Learning.com and Blackboard, thought-leaders in the education market, have joined
forces to bring your students the best digital education tools available anywhere. The
Building Block gives you access to Learning.com’s single sign-on content portal that allows
educators to find, manage, and use over 350,000 learning objects. It delivers a wealth of
standards-aligned resources in one user-friendly solution — free and fee-based content,
plus resources that your district has licensed that you might not even know about.

High Quality Content, Premier
Providers, Endless Possibilities
The Learning.com Building Block is your pathway to
a growing collective of premier providers like NASA,
Smithsonian, Waterford Institute, Professor Garfield,
and over 15,000 shared user-generated learning objects
created and reviewed by fellow educators. You’ll find
standards-aligned content across critical areas, including
language arts, library media, mathematics, science,
technology, and professional development. Whether
it’s Intel Education, PhET, USA TODAY, the American
Museum of Natural History, or a brilliant activity designed
by a peer, the Learning.com Content Portal empowers
you with the right online digital learning content you
need to give your students a more robust education.

Find and Use Exactly What You
Need to Succeed
We know it’s not enough to provide educators
with thousands of digital learning objects,
which is why the Learning.com Building
Block also allows you to easily find, manage,
and use those resources in a variety of
ways. Browse content by provider, standard,
subject, or type. Search by keyword, or filter
by grade level. Seamlessly assign materials
directly into your Blackboard course. We
put you in control, with the means to locate,
assign, and use the best resources available.

“The majority of third party content we incorporate in courses requires students
or participants to log in with various usernames and passwords which causes a
great deal of confusion and frustration. The Learning.com Building Block will
alleviate this issue creating a seamless integration of resources from licensed
and free providers. While large K-12 districts may have IT staff to handle single
sign-on product integration, districts of our size simply don’t have the staff.
Learning.com has taken this workload off districts and now K-12 teachers across
the country will benefit.”
— Alisa Jones,

Supervisor of Instructional Resources, Clay Virtual Academy

The Learning.com Building Block brings you:
+ Seamless integration into your existing Blackboard system with single sign-on
to a growing collection of over 80 premium providers and digital content
+ Access to over 350,000 learning objects – free and fee-based content,
plus over 15,000 peer-generated and reviewed learning objects
+ High quality, standards-aligned content you can search by keyword; browse
by standards, providers, subject and type; and filter by grade level
+ The ability to assign Learning.com Content Portal materials into your Blackboard course
+ Student progress tracking - Learning.com assignments
appear in the Blackboard grade book
+ Access to your district’s approved curriculum with catalog management tools

To learn more, contact your Blackboard Learn Account Representative or visit:
blackboard.com/learningdotcom.
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